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Abstract 

Existing network security technology may not against most of intrusion so that we need 

to study intrusion tolerance technology. On the basis of existing model of intrusion 

tolerance, we putted forward an optimization of finite automata state transition model in 

intrusion tolerance system by adding strategy and updating status. Since the conversion 

process between the states of the model meets Semi-Markov theory, therefore, the model 

can be used to quantify this theory; it gives calculation process of the steady probability 

by each state. By stabilizing the probabilistic analysis of each state, provide theoretical 

guidance and basis for network management personnel to better maintain network 

security .Proven, the Semi-Markov applied to finite automata intrusion tolerant system is 

feasible, effective, and has simple features. 

 

Keywords: Intrusion Tolerance; State Transition; Finite Automata; Semi-Markov 
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1. Introduction 

Traditional security work can be attributed to two aspects: preventing the occurrence of 

invasion and solving the system security vulnerabilities[1]. Since it is impossible to 

predict all the unknown intrusions form and eliminate the presence of the new security 

vulnerabilities completely, this will cause some intrusion[2]. Therefore, it is necessary to 

research a system which is hacked that can still function, which is intrusion tolerant 

system. 

Intrusion tolerance technology as the core of the third generation network security 

technology, it acknowledges the existence of loopholes in the system, and assuming some 

of these vulnerabilities could be exploited by intruder over time[3]. Its design goal is to 

make the system in case of error or being invaded, able to ensure critical functions 

continue running and implement key systems continue providing service (possibly based 

downgrade mode). Since this method is not only makes consideration of protection to the 

system availability, but also considered in both system data and service’s confidentiality , 

integrity and other security attributes, it is possible to achieve the purpose of preventive 

measures, and it has been called System Security protection of the last line of defense[4]. 

Based on SITAR[5] intrusion tolerant system architecture, this paper increased policy 

update status, and presenting an optimized finite automata state transition model Intrusion 

Tolerance System. Due to the finite automaton in the transfer system between the states 

meet Semi-Markov characteristics, so it used Semi-Markov theory to quantify, calculating 

the probability of each steady state, in order to determine the critical nodes of the system. 

By increasing the runtime of system key nodes, increase the difficulty of system intrusion 

to provide network management personnel to effectively maintain the network with work 

direction and theoretical basis. 
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2. Optimization of Intrusion Tolerance System State Transition Model 

Since the object intrusion tolerance system protect is multifarious[6], so the system 

framework, intrusion tolerance policy, security algorithms that each intrusion tolerance 

system used are different, in order to facilitate the abstract description of the dynamic 

behavior of intrusion tolerant systems, this paper based on SITAR intrusion tolerant 

system architecture, increased policy update status, presented an optimized finite 

automaton state transition model, the model shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. State Transition Model of Intrusion Tolerant Systems 

The state transition model by the impact of various attacks on system services 

generally describes the events, state and treatment that a generalized intrusion tolerance 

system may occur when resisting the invasion. State model shift in the basic state include: 

H (Health State), D (Dangerous State), I (Invasion State), AD (Avoid Damage State), E 

(Excited State), RS (Reduce Service Status), SC (Safety Closed State), OC (Out of 

Control State). When the system is in a state that avoids damage, reduces service and 

shuts down safely, you can enter the intrusion analysis study to update the status of 

learning strategies, identify the type of the attack and stored, so that it can make quick 

response for the next attack. When the system is in a non-healthy state, and sometimes 

can be automatically restored to the H state, sometimes you need to manually recover. 

Effect of some unknown attacks as long as the service provided to the system caused 

by similarity to known state, it can be treated with the state transition model. Therefore, 

the model can handle unknown forms of attack. System state are divided into several 

levels, each state can take the appropriate security policies to ensure the healthy operation 

of the system, so the model has some flexibility and security too. 

 

3. Finite Automata Analysis Intrusion Tolerance System 

Finite state automaton is a control limited and finite symbol automaton, which is 

divided into deterministic finite automata (DFSA)[7] and non-deterministic finite 

automata (NDFSA). 

As shown in Figure 1, with intrusion tolerant system running, the system transitions are 

from one state to another state, these states may be healthy states, may be carrier states, 
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different system states represent different meanings. At some point, have some kind of 

presence state and system corresponding to the determined, the system’s running will be 

ultimately terminated state in any case, therefore the state of the system is limited, so 

finite automata intrusion tolerance system could be described by finite state automaton. 

Because the intrusion tolerance system has a non-deterministic finite automata 

characteristics, namely: in the case of a given state and symbol, not uniquely determine 

the next state. So the paper adopted non-deterministic finite automata theory[8] to study 

the formal description method of intrusion tolerance system. 

 

3.1. NDFSA Intrusion Tolerance System 

A non-deterministic finite automaton NDFSA is a quintuple NDFSA = (Ф, Σ, dom, s0, 

ED), where: 

Φ is a non-empty finite set of states, in which each element becomes a state; 

Σ is a non-empty finite input alphabet, in which each element becomes an input 

character; 

Mapping dom of Ф×∑→Ф subset, namely dom is a multi-valued mapping; 

0s Ф is a non-empty set; 

ED Ф is an end state set of Φ, the desirability of a null value. 

If the automaton is in state s, and enters the character δ, the system switches to the state 

s′, then note ( , )dom s s  . 

Non-deterministic finite automata working status is available to convert the state 

transition table and graph. Suppose there are M System Status nodes and n conversion 

conditions, then the state transition diagrams contain the M state switching nodes, the 

maximum value of each node is n, each arc condition marked by an input, each state 

transition figure includes a unique system initial node and several systems terminating 

node. 

According to Figure 1, it can be non-abstract model of intrusion tolerance system 

deterministic finite automata NDFSA = (Ф, Σ, dom, s0, ED), where Ф = {H, D, I, AD, E, 

RS, SC, PU, OC}; Σ = {0,1, ε}, 1 and 0, respectively, intrusion tolerance system security 

policy successes and failures, ε represents the empty shift; s0 = {H}; ED = {H}. 

Dom mapping: Ф×Σ→Ф is: 

dom(H,0)=D，dom(H,1)=H；dom(D,0)=I，dom(D,1)=H； 

dom(I,0)=AD，dom(I, ε)=E；dom(AD,0)=PU，dom(AD,1)=[AD,PU]； 

dom(E,0)=OC，dom(E,1)=[RS,SC]；dom(RS,0)=PU，dom(RS,1)=[RS,PU]； 

dom(SC,0)=PU，dom(SC,1)=[SC,PU]；dom(OC,1)=H；dom(PU,1)=H. 

The intrusion tolerance model non-deterministic finite automata state transition table is 

shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Intrusion Tolerance Non-deterministic Finite Automata System 

State Transition  

Status 
Enter Alphabet: Σ 

0 1 ε 

H D H  

D I H  

I AD  E 

AD PU [AD,PU]  

E OC [RS,SC]  

RS PU [RS,PU]  

SC PU [SC,PU]  

OC  H  

PU  H  
 

The non-intrusion tolerance system model deterministic finite automata state transition 

diagram is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Intrusion Tolerance System Non-deterministic Finite Automata 

State Transition Diagram 

Figure 2 depicts a reflection of the dynamic behavior of intrusion tolerant systems 

framework. System uses a variety of strategies to support and maintain the different levels 

of security requirements; state transition model represents the corresponding measures 

actual intrusion and system security requirements[9~11]. 
 

3.2. Intrusion Tolerance System Finite Automata Working Process 

System initial work in health state H; because of its inherent vulnerability, the system 

is very easy to enter the dangerous state D. At this point, the intruder has not caused 

injury to applications and services, if you can fix vulnerabilities in a timely manner, the 

system will revert to the state H; if this intrusion bypasses protective measures, the system 

will enter the invaded state I. In case I, some parts or features of the application server has 

been compromised, the damage may be static, one-time, there may be dynamic, persistent. 

When the intrusion is not detected, because we have been prepared some fault tolerant 

measures in the design of the system, which can be controlled and the elimination of such 
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damage, the system will enter the state avoid damage AD; after the intrusion is detected, 

intrusion tolerance mechanism is activated, the system will enter the excited state E, in 

this state, the system can enter the state needed to reduce service RS or safety off SC; if 

the intrusion tolerance mechanisms fail, the system will enter into the runaway state OC, 

it should alarm immediately restore manually by an administrator. When the system is 

returned by the AD, RS and SC status to H state, PU state intrusion can be analyzed to 

suffer learning and updating, thereby enhancing the anti-intrusion system's ability to 

prepare for the defense of the future invasion. 

 

4. Semi-Markov Process of Finite Automata Quantization 
 
4.1. State Transition Model DTMC 

Because Figure 2 shows a non-deterministic finite automata state transition Markov 

meet half theoretical relationship, so it can be quantified, convenient for further analysis. 

The finite state automaton further defined as Ф={H, D, I, AD, E, RS, SC, PU, OC}, 

s0={H}, ED={H}, represented by Pi corresponding state transition probability wherein i∈
Ф, the finite automata by the input table space Σ{0,1, ε} further quantified as {Ph, Phd, 

Pdh, Pdi, Pie, Piad, Peoc, Pesc, Pers, Pad, Prs, Psc, Prspu, Pscpu, Padpu, Ppuh, Poch}, finite state 

automaton quantized conversion process is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Semi-Markov Process of Finite Automata Quantization 

According to Semi-Markov theory [12], known finite automaton state transition 

probability matrix P as follows: 
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Matrix P describes the possibility of the system among state transition, in which the 

probability value can be determined empirically or by way of injection invasion assay. 

According to the actual situation and Semi-Markov theory, in matrix P, there are the 

relationships: Pdh=1-Pdi, Pie=1-Piad, Peoc=1-Pers-Pesc. 

After the introduction of the state transition probability matrix P, finite automata model 

satisfies the relationship: dom(s, Pi) = Ф • P, where: s∈Ф, Pi∈Σ. 

 

4.2. Stable Probability Finite Automata 

Steady state probability means the probability distribution of each system in a stable 

state. The probability of the system in a state of steady DNFS is described by Ψi , i  

represent the steady-state probability of DNFS state, 

 H D I E AD RS SC OC PU, , , , , , , ,          
; then use hi to  represent a state with an average 

hold time; P is DNFS state transition probability matrix. Ψi calculated as formula 

(1), i satisfies the equation (2). 

, ,
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State average hold time hi at all random time in the state is determined by the model, 

which time and other technical means in turn the attacker's technical capabilities and 

systems used in the decision, so the use of the average state hold time to simplify the 

analysis of the model. Order {hH, hD, hI, hE, hAD, hRS, hSC, hOC, hPU} respectively for the 

state average hold time, and the introduction of the parameters H, according to formula 

(1) and (2) to calculate each state finite automaton stable probability as follows: 

ΨH=(Poch+Ppuh+PhdPdh)hH/H;ΨD=PhdhD/H;ΨI=PhdPdihI/H;
ΨE=PhdPdiPiehE/H;ΨAD=PhdPdiPiadhAD/H; ΨOC=PhdPdiPiePeochOC/H;
ΨRS=PhdPdiPiePershRS/H; ΨSC=PhdPdiPiePeschSC/H;
ΨPU=(PhdPdiPiadPadpu+PhdPdiPiePersPrspu+PhdPdiPiePescPscpu)hPU/H;
H=(Poch+Ppuh)hH+Phd(hD+PdhhH+Pdi(hI+Piad(hAD+PadpuhPU)

         +Pie(hE+PeochOC+Pesc(hSC+PscpuhPU)+Pers(hRS+PrspuhPU))))
 

Stable probability of DNFS model is an important indicator to measure the resistance 

tolerance system invaders capabilities in each state. Larger stable probability in model, 
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means the longer run, the greater the price paid, higher reliability of the system, when the 

intruder makes the system shut by the state. 

 

5. Numerical Analysis Results 
 
5.1. Test Network Environment 

The DNFS model designed in this paper, its network topology and server software 

configurations and vulnerabilities shown in Figure 4. IP1 to IP3 figure server form an 

intrusion tolerant system under the control of the firewall policy that provides the 

appropriate network services to users inside and outside the network hosts. Organizing 

students to simulate an intruder attack the tolerant systems, thereby obtaining test data. 
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Figure 4. Network Topology of DNFS Model 

5.2. Finite Automata System Data Calculation and Analysis 

Through the analysis of test data and recommends that combine CVSS using statistical 

estimates manner, obtain the parameter values as follows: 

We describe DNFS state transition probability with matrix P. Because the system is 

always considered to be in a normal state operation, and the system is in states H, RS, SC, 

AD will be able to run, namely: Ph=Pad=Prs=Psc=1, but for the convenience of study, let 

ignored, and even if: Ph=Pad=Prs=Psc=0. In addition, when the system maintenance and 

management personnel will be re-run, so Ppuh=Poch=Padpu=Prspu=Pscpu=1. Because the 

system is bound to be some loopholes and found by the intruder, therefore Phd=1. 

According to a lot of loopholes in each server shown in Fig.4, the probability of these 

vulnerabilities being successfully exploited by intruders is Pdi=0.5; the probability of the 

system detects vulnerabilities and timely repair of Pdh=1-Pdi=0.5. The probability of the 

system be invaded and successfully evade intrusion is Piad=0.4; the probability of the 

system detects the presence of the invasion and successfully triggers intrusion tolerant 

systems is Pie=1-Piad=0.6; the probability of the system detects the presence of the 

invasion and continues to operate but provides downgrade services is Pers=0.5; the 

probability of the system detects the presence of the invasion and stops running is 
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Pesc=0.4; the probability of invasion make the system in troubles and the system stops 

running is Peoc=1-Pers-Pesc=0.1. 

The experience shows that the system works in state H relatively for long time. Here 

are located hH=1.0, hD=1.8; when the system finds were transferred to the state after the 

invasion of AD and state E, the state of AD will enter state H through learning, so hI =0.4, 

hAD=0.5, hPU=0.5; state E in accordance with intrusion tolerance policy decides the 

direction of system transferring, so make hE=0.2, hRS=4.0, hSC=1.5, hOC=2.5. It should be 

noted that all hi (i∈Ф) variables are time units. 

Depending on the state system of transition probabilities and the average holding time, 

you can get DNFS model parameters for each state, as shown in Table 2: 

Table 2. DNFS Model Parameters of Each State 

State Node i Duration hi Steady State Probability Ψi Probability Value 

H 1.0 ΨH 0.4348 

D 1.8 ΨD 0.3130 

I 0.4 ΨI 0.0348 

E 0.2 ΨE 0.0104 

AD 0.5 ΨAD 0.0174 

RS 4.0 ΨRS 0.1043 

SC 1.5 ΨSC 0.0313 

PU 0.5 ΨPU 0.0409 

OC 2.5 ΨOC 0.0130 

 

As can be seen from Table 2, each of the intermediate steady state probability of the 

duration of the overall impact on the system in descending order as: {H, D, RS, PU, I, SC, 

AD, OC, E}. Since the state PU and OC need to manually adjust the system to return to 

the state H, and therefore the state of OC and PU stable regardless of the probability of 

network security maintenance, negligible. If the increase in intermediate state {H, D, RS}, 

it can effectively increase the cost of the invasion, and enhance the reliability of the 

system. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Intrusion tolerance technology is an important network security management 

technology, which is a technology of ensure network keep operating after the invasion, 

therefore intrusion tolerance technology is a heated topic in recent research today. This is 

the basis of the SITAR intrusion tolerant system structure, increasing the attack to learn 

the status of proposed optimization of finite automaton state transition model. Since 

converting the model each state meet Semi-Markov theory, so the model was quantified 

to calculate the probability of a stable finite automaton each state. 

Finally, through the analysis of the test data, we obtained increased intermediate model 

state {H, D, RS} of duration may increase the difficulty of intrusion. Further research will 

focus on further improving the system, increasing the online repairing tolerant system, 

reducing the system stop state, improves system availability. 
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